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Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:Abstract: Globally, chromium containing proteinaceous wastes are generated roughly a million ton every year from

leather industries. Although several applications are available for the utilizat ion of these wastes,many methods have

limitat ion in separating proteinaceous compounds from chromium. Numerous patents can be found in the conversion

of these wastes into sheets or boards. However, the previous methods of sheet formation could not provide sheets

with desired strength as well as flexibi lity. On the other hand, annually, cellu lose wastes measuring many billion tons
are produced worldwide as residues from agricultural and food industries. Hence, the present work aims at

developing flexible sheets from chromium containing collagenous wastes with the use of cellu lose derivatives. The

wastes have been partially hydrolyzed and converted into composite sheets with the addition of 2-hydroxyethyl

cellu lose (HEC) in varying concentrations such as 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 and 20.0 wt.% under microwaves. The prepared

sheets have been analysed for structural, thermal and mechanical properties. It has been found that as the
concentration of HEC increases the tensile stress increases while the softness of the sheets decreases. Scanning

electron microscopic analysis reveals that the pores in the sheets decrease as the HEC concentration increases.

Fourier transform infra red spectroscopy results indicate that some of the characteristic bands associated with

proteins and polypeptides disappeared or fused with the peaks of HEC as the concentration of HEC increases.

Thermo gravimetric analysis shows that the thermal stability increases moderately as the content of HEC increases in
the composite sheets. It has been demonstrated for the first time that it is possible to develop composite sheets from

chromium containing proteinaceous wastes with desired strength and softness. The developed sheets can be used in a

wide range of industrial applications.
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